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Executive Summary and Recommendations
Himalayan Balsam














Overall hours 2831 volunteer hours were spent controlling balsam this year with an
additional approximately 1000 from contractors.
Wroxall Stream, south of Bathingbourne Lane, is now pretty much under control and
sites further upstream have been added to the programme.
On sites with a fair degree of infestation visiting once or twice has little impact on
infestation the next year, site visited frequently have a great reduction the following
year. It is therefore more effective with limited resources to concentrate on fewer
sites, but to control them more thoroughly.
The Environment Agency has again struggled with their contractors. In future years
they too may find it easier to adopt this approach.
More businesses are taking responsibility for clearing their own sites, but there are
issues with co-ordination and timing, particularly when they use off-island
contractors with dates agreed in advance.
The time taken to control a site depends on the level of infestation. Scything pays
the most dividends on sites with heavy infestation.
Plant Positive volunteers have prioritised sites furthest upstream, and Alverstone
Marshes where the balsam is adversely affecting the condition of the SSSI.
Later in the season, use of a small SWOT team to re-visit sites is very effective.
Techniques have been developed to safely harvest balsam once the earliest plants
have set seed. This allows us to extend the control season and neutralise later
flowering specimens. We are trialling solanation as a means to destroy seeds
removed.
Seeds from the Island were sent to CABI for analysis but results indicated that the
susceptibility of Island plants to the rust was lower than expected.
Himalayan Balsam continues to pop up in unexpected places. This requires vigilance,
early action if possible, if not planning for next year.

Japanese Knotweed








The number of reports of Japanese Knotweed is still increasing, although not on
waterways.
Natural Enterprise control activity has concentrated on River Medina, Wroxall
Stream, the Eastern Yar at East Yar Industrial Park and Afton Marsh – these areas
have been treated for several years and it is greatly reduced. This year we used 50%
less spray
1 site appears to have been eradicated.
EA activity has focused on the Medina and Lukely Brook.
Shanklin and Bembridge appear to be hot spots that aren’t being tackled.
There is a need for a better coordinated approach regarding Japanese Knotweed
across the Island. We had a meeting with other organizations and contractors. We
have a plan which needs a small amount of core funding. We are trying to source
this.

Other Invasive Non Native Species








Creeping Water Primrose – known at two ponds, one in the West Wight and one in
the Newport area. The West Wight pond has been treated for many years and was
hand-pulled by the EA this year. They found an area of CPW that had not been seen
before that was exposed by the dry summer. The other pond does not appear to be
controlled satisfactorily, and follow-up action is needed.
Azolla – We had a hot spot in Niton. Knowles Pond and Puckwell Pond responded
well to treatment by weevils.
Sandown Levels - are currently struggling for two reasons – the aggressive growth of
both Crassula and Myriophyllum. We continue to seek a solution for these.
Asian Hornets were found in Brokenhurst and New Alresford in September and
October. This puts the Island right in the danger zone, and it is possible they are
already here. We have been raising awareness throughout the summer and will
continue to do so in 2019.
Deer remain a controversial issue on the Isle of Wight.

Project Description
Plant Positive Action on Non-Native Invasive Flora is a project which aimed to map and
control/eradicate invasive non-native plants in two key river catchments on the Isle of
Wight; the Medina and Eastern Yar. The Project is a partnership of a number of
organisations and is coordinated by Natural Enterprise. Over the years it has expanded its
remit to cover all the Island’s water-bodies, and where resources permit, to pick up activity
beyond water-courses, if there is a need and no other organisation is able to act.
The main aims of the project are to:
 Control Himalayan Balsam (HB) and Japanese Knotweed within the Eastern Yar
catchment
 Eradicate Himalayan Balsam and Japanese Knotweed within the Medina catchment
 Eradicate Creeping Water Primrose from the Island
 Raise awareness of non-native plants (including Parrots Feather, Crassula and Giant
hogweed) among landowners, local communities, angling groups and plant nurseries
 Act as a hub for recording and reporting all instances of non-native species

Himalayan Balsam
Please see maps for areas controlled.
Himalayan Balsam (HB) control has continued on Wroxall Stream, Eastern Yar, Scotchells
Brook, Merstone Stream and the River Medina.
2018 had a late start due to the cress being knocked back by two snowfalls. However plant
growth was then more rapid and the first plants went into seed at the normal time. We
extended our control season by adopting new techniques which enabled us to continue
pulling and scything after seeding had started.
A programme of winter site works was developed and volunteers spent 604 hours
improving access to and within sites in order to better facilitate summer balsam control
methods.
Our strategy is constantly evolving and prioritizes sites according to conservation value and
their potential to infect further sites downstream. A Management Plan identifies site
specific preferred control methods and is updated annually.
Another significant factor this year is that although the heat wave meant that day time
volunteer session numbers were down, it seem to improve the effectiveness of scything as
cut material and stems quickly withered rather than re-grew. Late summer rain possibly
boosted late germination seedlings and thereby extended the pulling season
Upper Eastern Yar
The whole of the Eastern Yar was surveyed and worryingly small amounts of balsam were
found at Whitwell and Roud as well as the known infestation downstream of Budbridge.
Some HB was pulled and landowners were contacted. These sites will be added to our
control list in 2019.
Eastern Yar: Hale – Alverstone Marshes SSSI
This area is not our priority as our focus has been getting the area upstream under control.
In the past there has been extensive clearance by the landowner at Haseley and with our
assistance the land is now kept free on HB. We have also started control at new sites at
Horringford.

Eastern Yar: Alverstone Marshes SSSI
We spent 812.5 volunteer hours (116 man days) controlling HB here. In addition contractor
work on Unit 1 where winter scrub removal had occurred brought the total to 123 days.
Apart from at Alverstone Mill, there was still HB remaining on these sites, albeit in greatly
reduced amounts. This significant amount of time demonstrates not that the volunteer
effort is inefficient, but serves to show how extensive the HB is on the SSSI complex.

Approximately half of the areas were visited for the first time this year e.g Unit 1, Unit 2
most of Unit 9, much of Unit 13 (previously only scythed edges).
Where repeat visits were made over last two years e.g. Unit 8 (EA owned triangle of land,
approx. 84 hrs in 2016, 65 hours in 2017), there was significantly less HB this year and
only 28 hours were required.
Some parts of the SSSI will now be grazed, which may help to keep the infestation in check
depending on timing of grazing and type of stock used.
We were not able to access the main part of Hill Heath (Units 3,4,5, 6 or 10) due
to permission difficulties so these areas remain heavily infested.

Eastern Yar: Alverstone – Longwood Lane Bridge
Not our priority area so only a few sessions carried out here. As a result the HB has been
increasing. It has also extended downstream into a previously clear area upstream of
Sandown Community Orchard.
Lake Common hasn’t been controlled in the past because of access difficulties. We now
have contacted landowners on the ‘Snail Farm’ upstream of Southern Water, with a plan to
access in 2019. The infestation has expanded on Southern Water’s reservoir site.

Eastern Yar: Longwood Lane Bridge – Moreton
The Wildlife Trust have controlled balsam in this area. Sandown Meadows saw a much
reduced balsam haul, and it appears to have disappeared from the reedbed following a year
where it was quite prolific. They trialled cutting with a BCS mower this year at Morton
Marsh, along newly restored ditches, and though not wholly effective it did reduce the
pulling time later in the season.
Eastern Yar: Sandown Levels
This area is controlled by the RSPB, Southern Water and Island Line. RSPB have been really
on top of the infestation, and this is borne out by the dramatic reduction in total man hours
spent pulling;
2018 = 28 hours
2017 = 41 hours
2016 = 49 hours
2015 = 75 hours
Scotchells Brook
Whilst some effort went into controlling balsam this year, much time was spent on
surveying and identifying and contacting landowners. As a result we hope that more sites
will be tackled next year by third party contractors.
Wroxall Stream: Source – Bathingbourne
As examples to show that clearing upstream is effective, we have compared the amount of
time (man hours) taken to clear some sites over the last 3 years:
SITE
1. Redway Farm
2. Bobberstone Farm
3. Middle Barn Farm)

2016

2017

2018

243
167

128
146
126

90
67
62

The Donkey Sanctuary continues to be a challenge.
Wroxall Stream: Bathingbourne - Budbridge
This is a heavily infested stretch with large amounts of bramble scrub making access
difficult. Despite this we controlled new areas behind Wight Salads, added Lake House to
our control regime, and some sites between Bathingbourne and Budbridge, but not all.
Medina Merstone Stream
This was controlled by the Environment Agency and Natural Enterprise. The infestation is
now much reduced but there are sporadic occurrences.
West Wight
We did not find any HB at Hareland Plantation this year. The site will be re-checked next
year.

The HB near Ningwood re-occurred but the landowner requested we didn’t contact his
neighbour, and was controlling it himself.
Westcourt Farm and Yafford were controlled.
The Lower Calbourne Mill issue seems to be improving but there are plants growing in Caul
Bourne that will need removing in 2019.
A small patch of Himalayan Balsam has appeared on Forelands Beach at Bembridge. We
assume this was planted by a beach hut owner. They will be contacted prior to 2019.

MAPS
Please note:
 Maps, including an Islandwide overview can be provided separately by Natural
Enterprise, on request
 There is an interactive map at http://www.islandrivers.org.uk/projects/plantpositive-invasive-non-native-species-removal-2018/
 With regards to Himalayan Balsam we have tried to map all partner activity, however
we are not always sure of precise locations of control

Himalayan Balsam Activity: Medina catchment

2018 Medina Catchment – Himalayan Balsam Control to 30 September 2018

Himalayan Balsam Activity: South East Wight Watercourses

2018 South East Wight Himalayan Balsam Control to 30 September 2018

Japanese Knotweed
We are still getting an increasing number of reports of Japanese Knotweed (JKW). This at
least partly due to much greater awareness and recognition.
Natural Enterprise control activity has concentrated on River Medina at Shide, Wroxall
Stream around Wroxall Village and Afton Marsh – these areas have been treated for several
years and it is greatly reduced. We needed approximately half the amount of herbicide this
year than we have used in previous years. One site in Wroxall Village had no knotweed at all
this year, however we will re-check next year.
EA activity focuses on the Medina and Lukely Brook.
We met with a number of interested organisations and contractors to discuss more effective
co-ordination and action. A number of low-cost suggestions have been made and we are
seeking funding to take this forward.
When not confidential, Japanese Knotweed reports are passed to the Local Records Centre.
We have decided not to map control for this reason.

2019 Action Plan
Prior to season


Deliver a full programme of winter works to enable better access to certain HB sites.



Write to all landowners pre and post season informing them of their responsibilities,
update them on the volunteer effort in 2018. Specific letters to land-owners where
we have had issues.



Concentrate on better co-ordinating landowner and volunteer efforts on:
o
o
o
o

Morton Marsh
Yaverland Marsh
Alverstone SSSI
Scotchells Brook



Meet with EA and their contractors to agree best solutions for all sites (volunteer/
contractor etc and pulling / scything /spraying etc).



Promote summer programme widely to increase volunteer numbers.



Work with Island beekeepers to raise awareness of the threat of Asian Hornets. In
particular focus on:
o Tree surgeons
o Pest control operatives
o Other people / organisations who know what to look for

During summer months


Continue to prioritise volunteer effort at upstream sites and designated sites with
high nature conservation value



Continue to liaise with Natural England to ensure the Stewardship obligations are
being delivered by landowners



Revisit Landowners and ensure they have ‘mopped up’ additional growth at the end
of the season



Ensure sufficient funding is left for SWOT team to revisit later in the season

